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隹
Short-tailed bird.  We’ve seen it in the 
character for ‘who’ –谁

And more recently in the verb ‘sell’ 售

隹 consists of just one component.  It is not 
to be confused with the character 住 (which 
is made up of 2 components).  Components 
within one character stand close to each
other but don’t touch.



Sentences revision Quizlet

• Keep going over the Quizlet that I set over Easter – little and often, 
on flashcard mode, with audio on – slowing the speed down if your 
platform allows
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https://quizlet.com/_bc9g1c?x=1jqt&i=h2t

https://quizlet.com/_bc9g1c?x=1jqt&i=h2t


汉字书写联系
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VkEYoXw
7jD0&list=PLqpuaTVfv6ySj7_2n7FPLIeWN-
eIpmCAG&index=55

Revise writing all 
the video up to 
this part – ready 
to demonstrate 
next lesson

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VkEYoXw7jD0&list=PLqpuaTVfv6ySj7_2n7FPLIeWN-eIpmCAG&index=55


The 是⋯⋯的 (shì... de) construction

• The 是⋯⋯的 (shì... de) construction is used to draw attention to 
certain information in a sentence. It's often used to ask questions 
that seek specific information, or to explain a situation by 
emphasizing a particular detail. While not strictly tied to any "tense," 
the 是⋯⋯的 construction is frequently used when asking or telling 
details about the past. 

• This use of 是⋯⋯的 (shì... de) is usually emphasized in textbooks 
over other uses, and therefore is sometimes called the "classic" 是
⋯⋯的 construction. 
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Why and where we use it
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It was . .. 
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A 是⋯⋯的 construction can pick out any detail 
that's related to a past event. Whatever comes 
immediately after 是 is emphasized. Check out 
this example: 

We can do something a 
bit similar in English –
using ‘it was’ to pick out 
the key detail.

Basic sentence: 
I went to China.
Directed focus:
It was Karl I went with.
It was Paul I went to see.
It was by sea that I 
travelled.
It was in Winter I went.
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作业

• Revise writing (see page 4 above)

• Revise the long Quizlet (see page 3 above)

• Read through the 是。。。的。。。 Examples

• Try the following exercise in your workbooks: 

• Page 59, exercise 5, questions 4 - 7 only
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